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A New Independent Infrastructure Body 

Your responses 

Please write your responses into the template following this introductory page. 

Please note: 

 You do not need to answer all sections – just the ones for which you have information or 

comments you would like to contribute. 

 Please submit your response to infrastructure@treasury.govt.nz by 5pm on Friday 

26 October 2018.   

The information provided in submissions will be used to inform the Treasury’s policy 

development process, and will inform advice to Ministers in relation to this matter. We may 

contact submitters directly if we require clarification of any matters in submissions. 

Thank you for your time and effort on making your submission. 

For further information 

Website: https://infrastructure.govt.nz (redirects to the Treasury’s Infrastructure pages) 

Email: infrastructure@treasury.govt.nz 

Submissions and the Official Information Act 1982 

Submissions received by the Treasury are subject to the Official Information Act 1982 (OIA).  

Please set out clearly with your submission if you have any objection to any information in 

the submission being released under the OIA.  In particular, clearly state which part(s) you 

consider we should withhold, and the reason(s) for doing so. 

The OIA sets out reasons for withholding information. Reasons could include that the 

information is commercially sensitive or that you wish us to withhold personal information, 

such as names or contact details. An automatic confidentiality disclaimer from your IT system 

is not a reason to withhold information. 

We will consider your objections when responding to requests under the OIA. 

Private Information and inclusion of names with published 

submissions 

We will use any personal information you supply while making a submission only for matters 

covered by this document. Please clearly indicate in your submission if you do not want 

your name included in any submission or summary of submissions that we may 

publish. 

  

mailto:infrastructure@treasury.govt.nz
https://infrastructure.govt.nz/
mailto:infrastructure@treasury.govt.nz
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Your contact details 

For individuals 

Your name: Rod Cameron et al 

 OK to publish 

 

Email address: 

Phone number: 

 

For organisations 

Organisation name: ENGAGE 

Nature of your business: Disaster readiness and rebuild support service 

 OK to publish 

 

Contact person name: Rod Cameron 

Position: Promoting the ENGAGE concept for New Zealand 

Phone number: 

Email address: 

 

 

  

[1]

[1]

[1]

[1]
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Questions for Submitters  

1 What do you think are essential features of the new 
independent infrastructure body, so it can deliver on its 
core purpose to strengthen infrastructure strategy, 
planning, investment and delivery (note functions are 
discussed below)? 

Response: 

 

In our opinion, the independent infrastructure body should be created to utilise the 

full potential for: 

• A collaboration of central, regional and local governments, other funders, 

asset owners, and design and construction industries and relevant 

stakeholders, with a common objective of best practice asset creation and 

management for community infrastructure 

• Independence from electoral cycles, enabling plans focussed on 

infrastructure and agreed prioritisation 

• A shared contribution to long term planning 

• A focus on delivering value through efficient process, working to a 

framework that minimises duplication and wasted effort 

• A data and information platform established for national good, that has 

capacity to store all asset information, maintenance and works, which is 

common to all observers.  A single source of truth for information. 

These aspects and many more are embodied by the ENGAGE concept for disaster 

readiness and rebuild, which is explained in Appendix A, attached. 

It is the belief of the authors that much of ENGAGE can be adopted into the body, 

to the benefit of both – that is, best practice asset creation and management and 

best practice readiness and rebuild for disaster. 

ENGAGE can assist with the majority of work needed for Functions 1, 4, 7 and 8 

and aspects of ENGAGE can assist Functions 3, 5 and 6. 

Refer to Appendix A summarising ENGAGE and the shared prospects for the 

Industry Body. 
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2 What relationship should the independent infrastructure 
body have with the government? 

Response: 

 

It should report to the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, with no direction 

from any other single department, to provide monitoring, advice, coordination and 

delivery in collaboration with its partners, based on authority to compel asset, 

infrastructure and general information sharing. 

i In particular, what level and form of independence does the body need to be 
credible and influential from your perspective? 

Response: 

 

Independence from all asset owners and funders except DPMC, to the national 

good. 

ii Should the level and form of independence vary according to each different 
function? If yes, please elaborate 

Response: 

 

No 
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3 Thinking about the possible functions proposed in this 
document (listed below), how important is each function 
on a scale of 1 (not very important) to 5 (essential)? 

Functions to consider and comment on: 

 Assess the condition of New Zealand’s infrastructure assets 

Not very important Essential 

1  2  3  4  5 

        ✓ 

 

 

 Develop a shared understanding of New Zealand’s long-term infrastructure strategy 

Not very important Essential 

1  2  3  4  5 

        ✓ 

 

 

 Identify New Zealand’s highest priority infrastructure needs 

Not very important Essential 

1  2  3  4  5 

      ✓   

 

 

 Identify and comment on the barriers to delivering good infrastructure outcomes 

Not very important Essential 

1  2  3  4  5 

      ✓   

 

 

 Publish long-term capital intentions 

Not very important Essential 

1  2  3  4  5 

      ✓   

 

 

 Act as a ‘shop front’ for the market including publish a pipeline of infrastructure projects 

Not very important Essential 

1  2  3  4  5 

        ✓ 
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 Provide project procurement and delivery support 

Not very important Essential 

1  2  3  4  5 

        ✓ 

 

 

 Provide best practice guidance on project procurement and delivery 

Not very important Essential 

1  2  3  4  5 

        ✓ 
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4 Are there any other functions, in addition to the proposed 
list above, which you think the independent infrastructure 
body should carry out? 

If so, please rate the importance of each additional function on a scale of  
1 (not very important) to 5 (essential). 

Response: 

 

The following functions can be regarded as sub-sets of the eight listed, but are 

identified for emphasis: 

Providing an organisation structure and terms of engagement to reflect ability to 

perform. – [5] 

Create a framework for action in dealing with asset management and creation – [5] 

Present a comprehensive information system for asset management and delivery 

of new works, which has national reach – [5]. 
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5 Thinking about each possible function individually 
(including any additional functions you have listed above) 
how could the new independent infrastructure body best 
achieve each function? 

Functions to consider and comment on 

 Assess the condition of New Zealand’s infrastructure assets 

Response: 

By establishing and maintaining a comprehensive information system – similar to 

and including ENGAGE’s system, presently under development. 

Establishing and commanding independent review of assets by agreed process 

and benchmarked standards 

 Develop a shared understanding of New Zealand’s long-term infrastructure strategy 

Response: 

This seems to us to be a natural product of adopting the ENGAGE concepts, 

especially of a fully collaborative model. 

 Identify New Zealand’s highest priority infrastructure needs 

Response: 

Assessments, concept strategic plans and a prioritisation system, all overseen and 

managed by the Infrastructure Body. 

 Identify and comment on the barriers to delivering good infrastructure outcomes 

Response: 

Experience has shown that barriers can exist if not dealt with by ENGAGE model 

including: 

• Funding barriers by sector interests, against the common good. 

• The absence of comprehensive, shared information. 

These need to be addressed by the Infrastructure Body and ENGAGE has 

proposals to assist. 

 Publish long-term capital intentions 

Response: 

By making publishing an integral part of its process. 
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 Act as a ‘shop front’ for the market including publish a pipeline of infrastructure projects 

Response: By giving full information of planned projects – cost estimation, time frames and 
importance levels. 

 

 Provide project procurement and delivery support 

Response: b 

By adoption of the ENGAGE principles, which extend beyond ‘support’ 

 Provide best practice guidance on project procurement and delivery 

Response: 

This must be an integral part of the model. 

 Any additional functions you have proposed 

Response: 

(They are sub-sets to the functions listed.) 
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6 How could the new independent infrastructure body best 
work with local government and the market to help them 
plan long-term infrastructure? 

Response: 

 

By creating a single independent (except for DPMC) coordinating body, 

empowered to collect information, understanding and sharing asset conditions and 

needs, jointly creating long term infrastructure planning and communicating all 

these aspects with all stakeholders. 
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7 How could the new independent infrastructure body best 
engage with the market? 

Response: 

 

By complete visibility of structure, process, information, planning, delivery, 

outcomes and value objectives and achievements. 
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8 What information should a published pipeline of 
infrastructure projects include? 

Response: 

 

A time-based illustration of intentions (e.g. gant chart), showing scale / scope / 

cost estimation and timing with descriptions of particular needs and risks. 

All to enable assessment and planning for delivery. 
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9 What type of support could the new independent 
infrastructure body provide to the market in order to act as 
a ‘shop front’ (Function 6)? 

Response: 

 

Reliable information exchange via a single portal of inquiry and advice, giving 

ready access to relevant information. 
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10 How could the new independent infrastructure body best 
assist local government to support and deliver 
infrastructure projects? 

Response: 

 

By open collaborative process that is aimed at assistance – similar and 

complementary to the ENGAGE model. 
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11 Are there any other comments you wish to make? 

This could include comments on the form and governance of the new 

independent infrastructure body. 

Response: 

 

Please refer to Appendix A, ‘Submission to The Treasury For New Independent 

Infrastructure Body’ 
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Appendix A 
Submission to The Treasury 

for New Independent Infrastructure Body 
 

Introduction 

This submission is written from a perspective of 
lessons from infrastructure rebuild associated with 
the recent earthquake disasters, our ENGAGE 
concept for disaster readiness and rebuild which 
comes out of those lessons, and our belief it can be 
applied to the proposed Infrastructure Body, for 
significant benefits and value.   

The authors are the small team of experienced 
building and construction industry players, with 
careers embracing many aspects of the creation 
and operation of infrastructure.  We are 
independent thinkers focused on long term 
benefits for New Zealand and are not concerned 
with personal gain. 

 

ENGAGE and the Infrastructure Body 

In our opinion, the not-for-profit ENGAGE concept, 
it’s framework for getting work done, together with 
the supporting information system, are sound and 
worthy of establishment as a national disaster 
readiness and rebuild capability.   

We further believe that key elements of ENGAGE’s 
principles and its framework and information 
systems can be taken into general principles and 
specific functions of the proposed Infrastructure 
Body, with appropriate modifications.  To do so will 
better define activities of both and enable 
optimum collaboration, knowledge sharing, good 
outcomes and communication between involved 
parties. 

Whilst ENGAGE is focused on rebuild of 
infrastructure impacted by disasters, it can be 
easily extended to ‘cradle to grave’ lifespan of 
existing and new public assets, by the simple 
addition of conditioning monitoring (feeding into 
the system) and renewal models (in the 
framework) to provide a complete asset 
management capability coordinated across all 
systems that need it.   

The ENGAGE principles can be used for a 
programme of projects or even a portfolio of 
programmes for infrastructure assets.  They apply 
equally to central, regional and local government 
assets and extend into joint public and private 
ambitions, as could the Infrastructure Body. 

ENGAGE can be applied to Infrastructure Body for 
most of the work needed in Functions 1, 4, 7 and 8, 
as described in the Consultation Document.  
Aspects of ENGAGE can assist Functions 3, 5 and 6. 

 

Background to ENGAGE 

The ‘Stronger Christchurch Infrastructure Rebuild 
Team’ (SCIRT) was established by the three funders 
and five constructors concerned with rebuilding 
the three-waters pipes and the roads, bridges and 
retaining walls, owned and operated by 
Christchurch City Council (CCC) and New Zealand 
Transport Agency (NZTA). 

The parties were brought together by a 
collaborative working agreement for a programme 
of projects, based on incentivized working 
arrangements and open-book cost reporting. 

SCIRT quickly became recognised locally and 
internationally for success in identifying, 
prioritizing and carrying out work efficiently and 
cost-competitively, with minimal cost escalation, 
while keeping clients and the public well informed 
on the processes and timelines. 

The North Canterbury Transport Infrastructure 
Rebuild (NCTIR) was formed and operated with 
broadly similar principles, for the reinstatement of 
road and rail transport corridors passing through 
Kaikoura.  Its scope, and complexity were less than 
for SCIRT, but it had greater pressure of reduced 
time frames for return to asset functionality. 

Both organisations were set up with key features to 
suit the circumstances, including responsiveness, 
ability to adapt to changing circumstances and 
shifting priorities. 

Such features should be built into the operations of 
an Infrastructure Body, in our opinion. 

Participants 

All the major stakeholders in disaster and in asset 
creation are intended to be involved in ENGAGE.  
This is a vital element throughout the sequences of 
rebuild and recovery. We argue it is also vital for 
the Infrastructure Body. 
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Appendix A 
Submission to The Treasury 

for New Independent Infrastructure Body 
 

 

Beyond involvement, a shared determination to 
collaborate by these stakeholders is a critical 
element of the concept, because it enables joint 
identification of work scope, criticalities, priorities, 
funding arrangements, resource management and 
communication of intentions and progress, to all 
parties. 

 

Action Framework 

Chief among the lessons leading to ENGAGE were 
benefits of a framework for action, defining the 
enterprise structure and functions – ‘how it would 
get stuff done’. 

A framework includes statutory and legal 
arrangements, appropriations and funding, 
procurement, project management and a value 
framework against which enterprise performance 
can be measured.  Existing guides are available for 
these, but new ones will be created that are 
generic, adaptable for programme needs. 

Tools and processes will be created within the 
framework to ensure preparedness of is a high 
standard and rebuild delivers best value. 

The same framework structure would be created 
for each rebuild, tailored from the generic. 

 

 

Information System  

The planned information system provides support 
activities such as for HR, safety and environment, 
culture and communications, together with 
commercial and financial process and business 
systems.  

It also covers operational matters throughout the 
evolution of projects from initial asset assessment 
and work definition, design sequences, 
construction methods and process to handover 
and on-going asset operations. 

The system creates a visibility of the whole 
enterprise and its work, which is vital to confidence 
within the affected community, to funders and 
New Zealand as a whole.  This is illustrated as 
follows: 

 

ENGAGE has removed the framework and system 
features from the circumstances of Christchurch 
and Kaikoura and transposed to higher level 
principles that will serve all manner of disasters, 
from relatively small scale to the largest envisaged 
– and beyond. 
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for New Independent Infrastructure Body 
 

Benefit 

A major benefit in a disaster context is an 
organisation that can be directed and will respond 
to changing circumstances as community needs 
and work programme unfold, working to general 
strategies and detailed plans, informing 
stakeholders as it progresses.  

It is clear to us that this benefit can also be achieved 
by the Infrastructure Body. 

 

Rebuild entity 

ENGAGE is envisaged as a knowledge base and 
capability that exists in ‘peace time’ as an enduring 
national presence.  

It is intended to be a small team of people with 
expert knowledge and shared information systems, 
with a wide network resource of similarly 
experienced people and a raft of advisory groups 
who can be called on to help after a disaster. 

 

As the intelligence of the disaster impact comes to 
hand ENGAGE is intended to work with funders and 
key stakeholders to create a rebuild entity involving 
all interested parties, using a tailored framework 
and a replica of the information system. 

 

As the rebuild is carried out, lessons will be actively 
captured and fed back to ENGAGE. 

Acceptance 

ENGAGE has been discussed and reviewed with a 
wide variety of audiences in New Zealand over 
recent months.  There has been widespread up-
take and feedback that the concept is needed for 
the benefit of disaster-prone New Zealand.  The 
authors are therefore confident in the usefulness 
and appropriateness of the concept. 

 

In More Detail 

The preceding summary explanation describes 
over-arching principles of disaster rebuild, a 
framework for action and an information system.  
It also touches on the scope of activities of the 
ENGAGE entity.  

It should be noted that ENGAGE also anticipates 
setting common, industry-wide methods, 
processes and standards for the framework. This 
includes such as for: 

• a suite of business management plans 

• prioritisation tools 

• design standards 

• construction standards 

• procurement processes and contracts  

• internationally recognised supply 
arrangements, based on performance 
reputation 

• business intelligence reporting 

• value frameworks. 

ENGAGE will also use, or create for itself and 
others, standard documentation and process for 
the support activities of the information system. It 
will facilitate  

• consistent taxonomy of asset descriptions 

• assessment methods for data gathering 

• methods of measurement 

• asset management plans 

• financial processes. 

All of these can be adopted and used by industry 

generally, reducing duplication of effort. 

The system can curate and manage asset condition 

information and other data, collect and combine 

long-term plans and investment programmes and 

overlay this against the baseline so that planning 
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outcomes could be comparted to the planned 

investment.  

With this baseline data and view of the future, 
investment planners, economists and use modelers 
could determine gaps and issues compared to a 
national long-term strategy and desired outcomes. 

Planned infrastructure can be analysed in terms of 

market requirements and effects on the such as 

transportation networks through the existing 

national forward works viewer. 

 

Industry Practices 

ENGAGE also has the strong prospect of being a 
catalyst for uniformity across creation and 
management of the built environment. 

When this is achieved it will generate behavior 
changes for industry, giving clarity of purpose and 
process, reducing uncertainty, allowing greater 
efficiencies. 

Engage can be a game-changer for design, building 
and construction and asset management. 

All these features and outcomes can be adopted by 
the Infrastructure Body for the benefit of New 
Zealand. ENGAGE is enthusiastic to support this 
adoption. 

 

Pending activities 

ENGAGE will be presented to wider audiences next 
at the Canterbury Earthquakes Symposium during 
28-29 November 2018. 

Meanwhile work is about to start on updating the 
structure and function of the information system, 
with a study of ‘people and project information 
systems’, carried out with the support and 
involvement of Christchurch City Council. 

ENGAGE is currently seeking government funding 
to continue its work in defining functions and 
applications, now that it has moving beyond the 
support remit of UC Quake Centre. 

Facilitation 

The concepts and features of ENGAGE are defined 
and it is now under development by design and 
componentry selection for the system.  The parallel 
development of an Infrastructure Body presents a 
unique opportunity for both developments to 
become closely allied and for capabilities to be 
shared. 

This could bring dual benefits of strengthening 
ENGAGE and addressing several of the key 
functions of the Infrastructure Body, at the same 
time adding features that we believe are very 
suitable. 

 

Further communication 

The ENGAGE team offers comprehensive 
interaction and communication with the 
Infrastructure body to explain and develop the 
concepts outlined above, whether for disaster 
preparedness and rebuild or more importantly, for 
the future of infrastructure asset creation and 
management throughout New Zealand. 

We can be contacted via 

E engage@engagenow.org.nz 
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